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Flyus search is built right into the SmartBook portal. Search everything from one-ways to multi-city trips.
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Flights Integration

The front door search will then go into the Hickory branded Flyus search path. Where you will have access to thousands of 
discounted fares not available to the general public.



Flights Results
Our advanced, proprietary booking engine is nimble and sources fares from multiple GDS’s.Easily filter and sort to 
find the right itineraries for your customers. Sort by airline, time of departure, number of stops, layover airport etc.



Flights Results
Agent friendly search results allows you to see which airlines or itineraries offer extra commission. 



Compare tools 
make it easy to 
highlight key 
differences 

between options

Flight Results - Fare Families
We present clients with the a full range of airline fare options, including multiple fare classes to extend options like 
checked baggage, onboard meals, premium seat selection and extra legroom. We make complicated fare families

easy to read and understand



Checkout
Our easy and seamless checkout process guides you through the booking process. Review your itinerary, all fare 

details, selected add-ons and the price summary before you book. 



At check-out, we  again recommend alte rnatives options (when available ). This clear and easy to digest information 
gives the  agent/customer the  chance  to customize  the ir trave l expe rience  and book the  correct class for the ir 

client’s needs.

Checkout - Fare Families Made Easy



Checkout - Control the Communication
Take complete control over the reservation at checkout. Choose who the main point of contact is. You can act as the 

intermediary between the reservation and your customer, fielding all communication and information before relaying to your 
client. Or simply make your client the reservation contact. 



Checkout - Seat Selection
If a seat map is available for advanced seat selection, simply assign to each traveler in the checkout process. Here you can 
also upgrade to premium seats. If the airlines have a seat fee associated with this action, the cost will be added to the total 

booking (plus any applicable flyus fees). 



Checkout - Customize your Booking
Flyus offers a variety of add-ons during the booking path that allows flexibility and piece of mind. These optional add-ons 

allow you to customize your clients reservation with travel insurance, flexibility options and price protection.



Checkout - Know Before You Go
Transparency is paramount at Flyus. Our transparent pricing summary gives you a complete breakdown of your travel cost. 

Including any fees or add-ons purchased at checkout



Checkout - Review and Book!
Once all necessary information is entered, simply review the price summary and itinerary information and simply select 

Continue & Book. Our system will detect if any required information is missing and direct you where to adjust.
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